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Gerard Manley Hopkins 1976 closer to dylan thomas than matthew arnold in his creative violence and insistence on the sound of poetry
gerard manley hopkins was no staid conventional victorian on entering the society of jesus at the age of twenty four he burnt all his poetry
and resolved to write no more as not belonging to my profession unless by the wishes of my superiors the poems letters and journal entries
selected for this edition were written in the following twenty years of his life and published posthumously in 1918 his verse is wrought from
the creative tensions and paradoxes of a poet priest who wanted to evoke the spiritual essence of nature sensuously and to communicate
this revelation in natural language and speech rhythms while using condensed innovative diction and all the skills of poetic artifice
Poems and Prose 2008-02-28 discover how hopkins s spiritual life and vision can enlighten your own poetry and art and music seize upon the
human experience in ways that reveal new possibilities of intimacy with the divine in the way they reach out and grab us by the heart at
unexpected times they reaffirm that the holy will meet us when it chooses from the preface by rev thomas ryan csp gerard manley hopkins
christian mystical poet is beloved for his use of fresh language and startling metaphors to describe the world around him beneath the surface
of this lovely verse lies a searching soul wrestling with and yearning for god hopkins writes from a christian background and yet his themes
speak to people of all faiths who seek a deeper understanding of the presence of god in all of life this beautiful sampling of hopkins s poetry
offers a glimpse into his unique spiritual vision that continues to inspire readers throughout the world the poems unite his two devotions
presenting mystical images of christ in the natural world which serve as a window through which you might also begin to see the divine
presence in the world around you
Hopkins 2013-01-24 books for all kinds of readers readhowyouwant offers the widest selection of on demand accessible format editions on
the market today our 7 different sizes of easyread are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters
we partner with leading publishers around the globe our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new
books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read
Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins 2009-05-06 biographical and critical essays supplement all of hopkins finished and fragmentary works
Poems and Prose 1967 in terms of literary history gerard manley hopkins has been difficult to pin down many of his concerns industrialism
religious faith and doubt science language were common among victorian writers but he is often championed as a proto modernist despite
that he avoids the self conscious allusiveness and indirectness that typify much high modernist poetry it is partly because hopkins cannot be
pigeonholed that his influence remains relevant the fire that breaks brings together an international team of scholars to explore for the first
time hopkins s extended influence on the poets and novelist who defined anglo american literature throughout the past century
The Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins 1967 gerard manley hopkins posthumous fame established him among the best of the victorian poets
and the most original hopkins is considered as influential as t s eliot s in initiating the modern movement in poetry and his influence on those
who came after him like w h auden and dylan thomas has been profound his experimental explorations in prosody and his use of imagery
established him as a daring innovator in a period of largely traditional verse
The Fire That Breaks 2020 jesuit priest gerard manley hopkins created verse that combined material sensuousness with asceticism this
anthology features all of his mature work including the well known elegy the wreck of the deutschland
Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins - Now First Published 2017-04-12 britain s gerard manley hopkins is beloved for his unusual images of both
the physical world and the spiritual life this is the ideal introduction to the spirituality of the great nineteenth century catholic mystic poet
with a preface by rev thomas ryan c s p this book is part of a new series the mystic poets skylight paths
Selected Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins 2013-09-02 originally published in 1933 this book provides a highly readable survey and
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commentary on the poetry of gerard manley hopkins
Hopkins 2004 mr storey s essay succeeds that by geoffrey grigson and provides a detailed study of his poetic technique and of his use of
language it examines the terms instress and inscape which are crucial to the understanding of hopkins s conception of poetry and discusses
the nature and the use of sprung rhythm which first appears in the wreck of the deutschland it also considers the relation of hopkins s
religious vocation to his poetry
The Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins 2016-05-26 gerard manley hopkins was one of the most creative and influential writers of the
nineteenth century this important new edition contains all of his poetry including such celebrated works as the wreck of the deutschland the
windhover and felix randall arranged for the first time in chronological order showing the range of his poetic interests and talents at each
stage of his tragically short life catherine phillips has consulted the original manuscripts in order to present accurate versions of the poems
and to reveal the poet s own taste more clearly than in previous editions she has also selected passages which elucidate the poetry from
hopkins s journals sermons and letters from these the reader gains a strong sense of the poet s personality and the breadth of his intellectual
pursuits back cover
Gerard Manley Hopkins 1984 renowned hopkins expert joseph j feeney sj offers a fresh take on gerard manley hopkins which shakes our
understanding of his poetry and his life and points towards the next phase in hopkins studies while affirming the received view of hopkins as
a major poet of nature religion and psychology feeney finds a pervasive rarely noticed playfulness by employing both the theory of play and
close reading of his texts this new hopkins lived a playful life from childhood till death as a student who loved puns and jokes and wrote
parodies comic verse and satires as a jesuit who played and organized games and had a gift for mimicry and most significantly as a poet and
prose stylist who rewards readers with unexpected displays of whimsy and incongruity even strikingly in the wreck of the deutschland the
windhover and the terrible sonnets feeney convincingly argues that hopkins s distinctive playfulness is inextricably bound to his sense of fun
his creativity his style and his competitiveness with other poets in unexpected images quirky metaphors strange perspectives puns coinages
twisted syntax wordmusic and sprung rhythm we see his playful streak burst forth to adorn those works critics consider his most brilliant no
one who absorbs this book s radical readings will ever see and hear hopkins s poetry and prose quite the way they used to
Gerard Manley Hopkins 1986 this book introduces hopkins poetry and prose through its wide ranging engagements with nature language
science philosophy theology prosody and social issues gerard manley hopkins did not write his poetry for his fellow victorians nor indeed for
the huge readership it has acquired since it was first published in 1918 almost forty years after his death the present study argues that
hopkins fascinatingly original poetry is the most complete expression of his life s work and that it becomes accessible when it is read with his
prose writings as a passionate exploration of nature language philosophy contemporary science theology and prosody all of which are also
drawn together in his central ideas of inscape and sprung rhythm these contexts yield compelling new readings of the full range of his work
including his early poetry and his neglected poetic fragments as well as those poems such as the windhover by which he is best known a final
chapter steps back from the intensely private
The Playfulness of Gerard Manley Hopkins 2016-03-03 this authoritative edition was first published in the oxford authors series under the
general editorship of frank kermode the only paperback edition to arrange the poems in chronological order it includes all the poetry and
features such celebrated pieces as the wreck of the deutschland the windhover and felix randall as well as excerpts from hopkins s journals
letters and spiritual writings
Poems and Prose of Gerard Manley Hopkins 1963 in 1989 the centenary of his death gerard manley hopkins continues to provoke
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fundamental questions among scholars what major poetic strategy informs his work and how did his reflections on the nature of poetry affect
his writing while form meant a great deal to hopkins it was never mere form maria lichtmann demonstrates that the poet a student of
scripture all his life adopted scripture s predominant form parallelism as his own major poetic strategy hopkins saw that parallelism struck
deep into the heart and soul tapping into unconscious rhythms and bringing about a healing response that he identified as contemplation
parallelism was to him the perfect statement of the integrity of outward form and inner meaning other critics have seen the parallelism in
hopkins s poems only on the auditory level of alliterations and assonances lichtmann however builds on the views held by hopkins himself
who spoke of a parallelism of words and of thought engendered by the parallelism of sound she distinguishes the integrating parmenidean
parallelisms of resemblance from the disintegrating heraclitean parallelisms of antithesis the tension between parmenidean unity and
heraclitean variety is resolved only in the wordless communion of contemplation this emphasis on contemplation offers a corrective to the
overly emphasized ignatian interpretation of hopkins s poetry as meditative poetry the book also makes clear that hopkins s preference for
contemplation sharply differentiates him from his romantic predecessors as well as from the structuralists who now claim him originally
published in 1989 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print
books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
Gerard Manley Hopkins 2004 this authoritative edition brings together all of hopkins s poetry and a generous selection of his prose writings to
explore the essence of his work and thinking gerard manley hopkins 1844 89 was one of the most innovative of nineteenth century poets
during his tragically short life he strove to reconcile his religious and artistic vocations and this edition demonstrates the range of his
interests it includes all his poetry from best known works such as the wreck of the deutschland and the windhover to translations foreign
language poems plays and verse fragments and the recently discovered poem consule jones in addition there are excerpts from hopkins s
journals letters and spiritual writings the poems are printed in chronological order to show hopkins s changing preoccupations and all the
texts have been established from original manuscripts about the series for over 100 yearsoxford world s classicshas made available the
broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the
most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by leading authorities voluminous notes to clarify
the text up to date bibliographies for further study and much more
Gerard Manley Hopkins 2009-02-26 features poetry by and a concordance to the works of the english poet gerard manley hopkins 1844 1889
presented by the department of english of the university of dundee
Poems and Prose of Gerard Manley Hopkins 1980-01 although virtually unknown in his lifetime gerard manley hopkins 1844 1889 is counted
today among the great nineteenth century poets his poetry was collected and published posthumously by his friend robert bridges in 1917
and subsequently hopkins s reputation flowered though more as a modern writer than as victorian and very little as a poetic theorist yet the
body of hopkins s critical writing reveals sharp insight into the subject of poetics and presents an innovative theory that locates primary
poetic meaning in figures of speech sound these figures of speech sound provide the focus for james i wimsatt s erudite and original study
drawing from hopkins s diaries letters student essays and correspondence with poet friends wimsatt illuminates hopkins s theory that the
sound of poetic language carries an emotional not merely logical and grammatical meaning wimsatt concentrates his study on hopkins s
writings about sprung rhythm lettering and inscape his coinages and makes abundant reference to hopkins s verse showing how it
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exemplifies his language theory a well researched and highly detailed book hopkins s poetics of speech sound asserts major significance for a
relatively neglected aspect of this important poet s writings
Gray, Keats, Hopkins 1985 hopkins s letters are his secular confessional and if we wish to understand the man and his poetry this is material
we cannot ignore this is where his mind allowed itself its most expansive and unfettered expression this edition adds 43 letters to the total
printed by claude colleer abbott in his three volume major edition of the mid twentieth century it further improves on the earlier editions in
four ways in its accuracy in its order in its inclusiveness and in the thoroughness of its annotation it is a completely new presentation of the
letters set out on radically different lines from earlier editions it includes all the letters from hopkins but adds all the extant letters which
were written to him it is set out in a single chronological sequence placing all the replies and queries at their appropriate place within the
correspondence thus providing as far as can be achieved a narrative sequence this acts in many ways as an informal intellectual biography of
hopkins tracking his early ideas his anxieties his conversion his friendships his priesthood his disappointments and his ideas on literature and
life the transcriptions not only revise a large number of readings but include all legible deletions and corrections allowing the reader to follow
the hesitancies and adjustments of hopkins s mind like most nineteenth century poets hopkins never published a theoretical account of his
work and his thoughts on poetry but what he had to say can be found in these letters and their extensive use by critics and poets indicates
their richness as a source of ideas on hopkins s poetry and on poetry and poetics in general
The Contemplative Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins 2014-07-14 dr walhout writes of his first series of hopkins paraphrases that it
contained twenty of his most difficult poems this second series includes all of the remaining early poetry and unfinished poetry from hopkin s
major poetic period it is designed to reduce the difficulty in understanding the poems by offering complete paraphrases the purpose is
somewhat similar to that of giving a modern version of the bible compared with say the king james version my first series of hopkins
paraphrases contains twenty of the most difficult poems this second series includes all of the remaining poems from hopkins s major poetic
period beginning with the wreck of the deutschland in 1875 which was a turning point both in his decision to write poetry and in his
distinctive style the occasional poems though not ranking high in hopkins s own estimation are included here because they reflect the
distinctive style hopkins produced other poetical work which is usually classified into early poetry and unfinished poetry the early poetry
seems less urgent for paraphrasing as for the unfinished poems it may seem presumptuous to paraphrase poems which hopkins himself did
not perfect neverthe
Gerard Manley Hopkins 2002 the world is charged poetic engagements with gerard manley hopkins is the first book to demonstrate the
centrality of gerard manley hopkins as an influence among contemporary poets
Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins 1935 in his poetry gerard manley hopkins 1844 89 sought to discover afresh the potentialities of language
and to that end developed his idiosyncratic theories of instress inscape and sprung rhythm hopkins s verse is also informed by his religious
beliefs having converted to the roman catholic church in 1866 he became a jesuit priest eleven years later however his poetry is free from a
sense of religious dogma and instead offers a whole hearted involvement with all aspects of life a love of nature and a search for a unifying
sacramental view of creation his best known poems include the wreck of the deutschland the windhover pied beauty spring and fall carrion
comfort and harry ploughman
Hopkins's Poetics of Speech Sound 2006 excellent sample of strikingly original poems includes the wreck of the deutschland carrion
comfort the caged skylark and more
The Collected Works of Gerard Manley Hopkins: Correspondence 1852-1881 2006 with authority and sensitivity plotkin traces the close
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relationship between hopkins s poetry and the theories of language suggested in his journals and expounded by victorian philologists such as
max müller and george marsh plotkin seeks to determine what changed hopkins s perception of language between the writing of such early
poems as the habit of perfection and nondum 1866 and his creation of the wreck of the deutschland 1875 76 did the language of the ode and
of hopkins s mature poetry generally arise as spontaneously as it appears to have done or does it have a traceable genesis in the ways in
which language as a whole was conceived and studied in mid century england in answer plotkin fixes the development of hopkins s singular
poetic language in the philological context of his time if one is to understand hopkins s writings and poetic language in the context in which
they developed rather than in the terms of a present day theory of history or textuality then that movement in all of its complexity must be
considered hopkins translates into the language of poetry patterns and categories common to victorian language study
Selected Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins with Modern English Paraphrases 1995 justus george lawler s critically acclaimed study
of the work of the jesuit poet gerard manley hopkins 1844 1889 is once again available
The World Is Charged 2016-07-14 gerard manley hopkins was among the most innovative writers of the victorian period experimental and
idiosyncratic his work remains important for any student of nineteenth century literature and culture this guide to hopkins life and work offers
a detailed account of hopkins life and creative development an extensive introduction to hopkins poems their critical history and the many
interpretations of his work cross references between documents and sections of the guide in order to suggest links between texts contexts
and criticism suggestions for further reading part of the routledge guides to literature series this volume is essential reading for all those
beginning detailed study of hopkins work and seeking not only a guide to the poems but a way through the wealth of contextual and critical
material that surrounds them
Poetry and Prose 1998 originally published in 1966 in his lifetime gerard manley hopkins was known as a poet only by a small circle of his
friends more than any other major victorian writer he was recovered and presented as a poet to modern readers by editors and scholars of
the first half of the twentieth century this book analyzes how and to what extent the presuppositions of these critics have dictated the
modern conception of hopkins s work bender seeks to dispel once and for all the notion that hopkins was a naïf poet he provides an analysis
of classical greek and latin rhetoric relative to the classical background of hopkins s style and the structure in his poetry he maintains that
especially in hopkins s more extreme work such as the wreck of the deutschland there are precedents for the structure of the poem itself the
structure of the sentences within the poem and its sensual and obscure imagery in the classical literature that hopkins knew so well bender s
study suggests two highly controversial positons first that although hopkins is one of the most original voices in english his poetry is within a
tradition insufficiently recognized by modern critics and second that the effect of careful and sympathetic study of classical literature can
induce quite the opposite of a neoclassical style in english
"God's Grandeur" and Other Poems 1995-01-01 reproduction of the original poems of gerard manley hopkins by robert bridges
The Tenth Muse 1989 gerard manley hopkins 1844 89 was one of the most innovative of nineteenth century poets during his tragically short
life he strove to reconcile his religious and artistic vocations and this edition demonstrates the range of his interests closer to dylan thomas
than matthew arnold in his creative violence and insistence on the sound of poetry gerard manley hopkins was no staid conventional
victorian on entering the jesuit order the age of twenty four he burnt all his poetry and resolved to write no more as not belonging to my
profession unless by the wishes of my superiors the poems here were written in the following twenty years of his life and published
posthumously in 1918 his verse is wrought from the creative tensions and paradoxes of a poet priest who wanted to evoke the spiritual
essence of nature sensuously and to communicate this revelation in natural language and speech rhythms while using condensed innovative
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diction and all the skills of poetic artifice
Hopkins Re-constructed 1998 gerard manley hopkins and tractarian poetry for the first time locates hopkins and his work within the vital
aesthetic and religious cultures of his youth it introduces some of the most powerful cultural influences on his poetry as well as some of the
most influential poets from the well known fellow convert john henry newman to the almost forgotten historian and poet richard dixon from
within the context of hopkins developing catholic sensibilities it assesses the impact of and his responses to issues of the time which related
to his own religious and aesthetic perceptions and provides a rich and intricate background against which to view both his early often
neglected poetry and the justly famous idiosyncratic and deeply moving verse of his mature years by detailing the influences tractarian
poetry had upon hopkins early work and applying these to the productions of his later years gerard manley hopkins and tractarian poetry
demonstrates how hopkins best known mature works evolved from his upbringing in the church of england and remained always indebted to
this early culture it offers readings of his works in light of a new appraisal of the contexts from which hopkins himself grew providing a fresh
approach to this most challenging and rewarding of poets
Gerard Manley Hopkins 2010-12-14 o let them be left wildness and wet as kingfishers catch fire is a selection of gerard manley hopkins
incomparably brilliant poetry ranging from the ecstasy of the windhover and pied beauty to the heart wrenching despair of the sonnets of
desolation introducing little black classics 80 books for penguin s 80th birthday little black classics celebrate the huge range and diversity of
penguin classics with books from around the world and across many centuries they take us from a balloon ride over victorian london to a
garden of blossom in japan from tierra del fuego to 16th century california and the russian steppe here are stories lyrical and savage poems
epic and intimate essays satirical and inspirational and ideas that have shaped the lives of millions gerard manley hopkins 1844 1889
hopkins poems and prose is available in penguin classics
Gerard Manley Hopkins 2019-12-01 gerard manley hopkins 1844 89 is now recognized as a major poet of striking originality he is widely
admired for his particularly vivid expression of feeling from the religious ecstasy of he blessed virgin to the torments of his loneliness and
despair in no worst and for conveying with wonderful freshness his sense of natural beauty in such poems as the windhover and pied beauty
this selection chosen from the award winning oxford authors critical edition includes all his major english poems and most of the larger
fragments the poems are supported with extensive notes and a useful introduction to hopkins s life and poetry
Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins 2020-07-30 gerard manley hopkins 1844 1889 is one of english poetry s most brilliant innovators and one
of the most distinguished poets of any age however during his lifetime he was known not as a poet but as a jesuit priest and his faith was
essential to his work this collection contains not only all of hopkins s significant poetry but also selections from his journals sermons and
letters all chosen for their spiritual guidance and insight his writings combine an intense feeling for nature with an ecstatic awareness of its
divine origins most remarkably expressed in his magnificent and highly original sprung rhythm because hopkins was generally unsuccesful at
publishing his poems his genius did not begin to be appreciated until the first collection of his work appeared in 1918 now more than a
hundred years after his death his words are still a source of inspiration and sheer infectious joy in the radiance of god s creation publisher s
summary
Poems 2015-04-21 gerard manley hopkins 1844 89 has long been admired as a letterwriter for the vividness sense of humor and honesty
with which he expressed his opinions although he died young his life overlapped with some of the great poets wordsworth tennyson yeats
robert bridges of the victorian era and his comments on them are astute and revealing this collection drawn from the three volumes edited
by c c abbott covers the whole period of hopkins s life adding some important and lesser known letters that have only recently come to light
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ranging in date from his school days to his final years in dublin the letters include correspondence with his german master at highgate a rare
letter written during the course of his priestly duties one to an irish colleague on the political situation in ireland a late letter to his brother
everard on art and poetry and various other letters to his oxford friends to john henry newman and coventry patmore and to his family
together they reveal a man of great warmth who had a wonderful perception of natural beauty and deep religious ardor
Gerard Manley Hopkins and Tractarian Poetry 2016-12-05
Poetry and Prose 1976
As Kingfishers Catch Fire 2015-02-26
Selected Poetry 1998
Mortal Beauty, God's Grace 2003-12-02
Selected Letters 1991
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